Live in a world of timelessness.

Indulge in secluded moments of pure relaxation in your own sprawling beach or ocean house with cool whitewashed interiors framed by verdant palms, your House Master waiting in the wings.

Waking up to the soothing roll of waves breaking just feet away. Walking barefoot across powder soft sands to touch the cool of the azure ocean. Naladhu - Maldivian for “beautiful island” - offers exclusivity and privacy in an untouched paradise, dotted with only 19 beach and ocean houses, an impressive two-bedroom residence, exquisite dining, recreational pleasures and hidden moments of wonder.
Arrival Journey

Enjoy a warm welcome at Velana International Airport by our airport representatives. Your first glimpse of Maldivian beauty on our luxury speedboat, a 35-minute ride through crystal-clear sea, emerald lagoons and untouched islands in your wake. Approaching the pristine wonder that is Naladhu Private Island, and the beginning of your story in a secluded paradise.
The Houses

Take residence in one of 19 classic “houses” inspired by colonial elegance. Step into another time, exotic curios lining the shelves, 500sqm of flowing space an invitation to drift, to explore. Choose from six beach houses with a back garden and palm-fringed path leading onto the beach on the lagoon side, or 13 ocean houses with a private sundeck extending directly over the rolling ocean. From the king-sized bedroom to the classic comfort of the dressing room, steam room and garden rain shower, the open-air bath adjoining the private swimming pool, gardens, hardwood deck and dining sala, either abode promises unsurpassed luxury and spirited freedom.

- Bose home theatre system
- WiFi
- LCD satellite TV
- iPod surround-sound stereo system
- Gourmet in-villa snacks
- Wine cellar
- Espresso machine
- Beach cabana or beach access, each with private kayak
Spacious with high ceilings, a light breeze and cozy corners to curl up in. White walls highlight brilliant hues of fabrics and soft furnishings. Classic pieces such as a writer’s desk and an elaborate dressing screen recall a romantic past.

Lay yourself on a plush, oversized king bed, perfectly positioned for dramatic views. Drift to sleep to the sound of the lulling ocean. Al fresco bathing under the stars. Take a long soak in the luxurious bathtub with branded amenities. Allow tensions to melt away, with a private steam room and shower, as well as an outdoor rain shower ensconced by tropical flora.

With natural fluidity, the hardwood floors of the bedroom, bathroom and deck give way to pool-blue, your very own swimming pool the house centre piece accessed through sliding glass doors – a perfect fusion of wood, water and light.
It is from here that the view takes centre stage, with the slowly rolling Indian Ocean panorama of the ocean houses and calming garden views of beach houses. Spend the mornings sunbathing on sun loungers, a slight breeze in the air. Unwind and take in the scent of the sea from the swinging daybed just outside the bedroom. Spend picture-perfect evenings for two dining in the cozy sala, fully catered and attended to by your house master.
House Master

Your favourite music playing you enter your house. A freshly-drawn bath, scattered petals and candles lit. The face of Naladhu Private Island’s signature indulgence is every guest’s House Master. From the cool towel presented to you on arrival, to the final goodbye on your departure journey, your House Master is your very own personal assistant on the island, catering to your every whim, 24 hours a day.
The Two Bedroom Private Residence

Natural elegance enveloped in the jewel hues of the Indian Ocean. The epitome of privacy and understated grandeur. A unique abode that conjures the inviting warmth of home, yet feels sophisticated and truly indulgent.

Welcome to the Two Bedroom Private Residence at Naladhu Private Island.
An impressive wood carved gate opens to reveal 600 square metres of ocean-facing indulgence, wrapping around a spectacular al fresco dining terrace, leading to a 95sqm pool, edged by a sun deck with a dining pavilion and sala at each end. Flowing onto the outdoor pool deck, inside an elegant living and dining room invites gracious relaxation and entertainment, afforded by a butler’s kitchen and a pantry stocked with your favourite items.
Upstairs, the master suite’s generous king bedroom and lounge space flows onto a balcony with a daybed on which to relax with an azure ocean vista. Floor to ceiling wardrobes in his and hers dressing rooms adjoin a stately bathroom with a rain shower and bathtub for indulgent soaks with a delightful lagoon view. Downstairs the twin bedroom is ideal for children and leads to a dressing room and spacious bathroom featuring a bathtub along with both indoor and outdoor showers.
• Master bedroom with ocean-facing balcony and bathroom
• Twin bedroom and bathroom
• Private 95 sqm pool, edged by a sun deck with a dining pavilion and sala
• Bose home theatre system
• 70” LCD screen in the living room,
• 40” LCD screens in the bedrooms
• Wifi
• iPod surround-sound stereo
• Dining room
• Living room
• Butler’s kitchen and pantry
• Wine fridge
The Living Room

Come together at the island’s Living Room Restaurant with a view of the tranquil lagoon. Idle on with breakfast served all day, light meals, afternoon tea, or relaxing evening meals with fine wines, animated conversations and a journey of aromas, tastes and textures. Enjoy the freshest of ingredients playfully infused with island soul by our chef. Pair your perfect meal with the perfect wine from our glass-walled centerpiece cellar boasting Old and New World varieties.
In-house Dining

A champagne breakfast by the pool. Lazy afternoons spent indulging in canapés and watching classic movies in bed. A starlit dinner in your private sala, barbeque grills and fiery seafood served up by your House Master. Our chefs offer a variety of set dinners for every craving, including Arabic, Thai, Indian, Maldivian and Western.

Restaurants within the lagoon

Unique Maldivian panoramas, savoured with tastes that seem a world away. Revel in gourmet Thai, modern Japanese and authentic Italian cuisines, with an invitation to dine at an array of restaurants at our sister island resorts of Anantara Veli and Anantara Dhigu.
Intimate Dining Affairs

Intimate dining is a truly bespoke affair, designed and reserved exclusively for you. Select your private dining retreat from our breathtaking destinations and romantic set ups. Curate a memorable gastronomic journey with our Executive Chef and Wine Guru. Indulge in fine dining menus that present the freshest Indian Ocean seafood, exotic Maldivian specialties, the rich flavours of Arabia, or global delicacies. Relish the chance to request an entirely new menu to suit your impeccable tastes.
A morning workout or meditation class to start your day.
Sunrise yoga on the beach. Culinary journeys to hone your cooking and tasting prowess. A House Master to recommend and tailor your day as you wish; retreat to your beach cabana or relax with refreshments in the enchanting setting of our coconut grove.

- Air-conditioned fitness centre with personal trainer
- 17metre main swimming pool
- Tennis courts available on neighbouring islands
Water Sports

A surreal escapist’s dream lies just beneath the surface. Delve into a kaleidoscopic world of dazzling corals and abundant marine life in some of the world’s most breathtaking reefs. Leisurely snorkelling at our nearby house reef. A day spent away, exploring the treasures of secluded dive sites. Learning for the first time or refining your skills with PADI certifications at Anantara Dhigu’s Dive Centre.

Capturing timeless moments aboard a traditional Maldivian dhoni sail boat. Cruising the seas on a luxury yacht or catamaran, dolphins dancing in the waves alongside. Revel in an oceanic world that feels like yours alone, with a private charter, fishing trip or island hopping escapade around the South Male Atoll. Master the waves with some of the best surf in the Maldives.
• Windsurfing
• Kayaking
• Canoeing
• Waterskiing
• Wakeboarding
• Parasailing
• Kitesurfing
• Sailing
• Stand up paddle boarding
• Fishing
Ocean Retreat

A uniquely luxurious hideaway of unparalleled personal attention.

Featuring just one treatment room, complete with a sauna, private pool, tropical rain shower and ocean-facing relaxation deck, this exclusive retreat is dedicated to you, and only you.

A sublime collection of half day spa journeys to deeply relax. Dream time inspired by unending ocean and sky. At Naladhu, our specially curate treatment menu encompasses a tailored approach to wellness.
Timeless moments of untold beauty, soulful serenity and simple pleasures exquisite.